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3. Vertex-Colourings of Graphs. Part ZZ-The Chromutic Index. 4. The Chromatic Index. 5. The 
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Parr 1. Theorems of Minkowski anal Relatiues. 1. Conjectures of Erhart. 2. A theorem of Sawyer. 
3. A reformulation of Minkowski’s theorem. 4. Santalo’s problem on covering sets. 5. Minkowski’s 
theorem for particular sets. 6. The definition of a genera! lattice and some of its properties. 7. On a 
conjecture of Minkowski. 8. Analogous theorems to Minkowski’s using different geometric pari;me- 
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Introduction. a. Matroids. b. Linking systems. c. Further remarks. Chapter 0. Preliminaries. 
Oa. Graphs. Ob. Matroids. Chapter 1. Linking Systems. la. Definitions. lb. Examples. 
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